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1 Between 1 and 14 in the document collection us
a b s t r a c t

We propose a method which, given a document to be classified, automatically generates an
ordered set of appropriate descriptors extracted from a thesaurus. The method creates a
Bayesian network to model the thesaurus and uses probabilistic inference to select the
set of descriptors having high posterior probability of being relevant given the available
evidence (the document to be classified). Our model can be used without having preclas-
sified training documents, although it improves its performance as long as more training
data become available. We have tested the classification model using a document dataset
containing parliamentary resolutions from the regional Parliament of Andalucía at Spain,
which were manually indexed from the Eurovoc thesaurus, also carrying out an experi-
mental comparison with other standard text classifiers.

Crown Copyright � 2008 Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

To improve organizational aspects and facilitate fast access to relevant information relative to a particular subject, doc-
ument collections from many organizations are classified according to their content using a set of descriptors extracted from
some kind of controlled vocabulary or thesaurus. For example, most of the parliaments in Europe use a thesaurus called
Eurovoc to classify parliamentary resolutions, the Food and Agricultural Organization employs Agrovoc to categorize its doc-
uments, several organizations use the National Agriculture Library Thesaurus (NALT), and the National Library of Medicine
uses MeSH to index articles from biomedical journals. The process of assigning descriptors in the thesaurus to the documents
is almost always carried out manually by a team of expert documentalists. The objective of this work is the development of a
computerized tool to assist the human experts in this process. We believe that it is not realistic to try to design a completely
automatic classification process, given the critical nature of the classification task in many contexts, and final human super-
vision will always be required in real environments.

The scope of our research is therefore automatic subject indexing from a controlled vocabulary [8,17] and hierarchical
text classification [18,21]. There are several characteristics in this problem which make it difficult: (1) as each descriptor
in the thesaurus represents a different class/category, it is a problem of high dimensionality (we are managing several thou-
sand descriptors); (2) it is also a multi-label problem, because a document may be associated with several classes, exhibiting
also a high variability in the number of descriptors being assigned to each document1; (3) there are explicit (hierarchical) rela-
tionships between the class labels, so that they are not independent among each other; (4) the training data can be quite unbal-
anced, having a very different number of documents associated to each class.
2008 Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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An important characteristic of the model that we are going to propose is that no training is required to start using the
system. Initially we shall exploit only the hierarchical and lexical information from the thesaurus to build the classifier. This
is an advantage because the model may be used with almost any thesaurus and without having preclassified documents (in a
large hierarchy, the amount of preclassified documents necessary for training may be huge). On the other hand, this is also a
weakness because any kind of information not considered in the thesaurus (e.g. other relations, specific information handled
by documentalists,. . .) will not be taken into account and, therefore, we should not expect very high success rates in com-
parison with classifiers that are built using training data [4,7,14,20]. In this sense our initial proposal is more similar to the
work in [1,2], where a method to populate an initially empty taxonomy is proposed. The working hypothesis is that a doc-
umentalist would prefer to confirm or discard a given classification hypothesis proposed by the system rather than exam-
ining all the possible alternatives.

Nevertheless, the proposed model can also naturally incorporate training data in order to improve its performance: The
information provided by preclassified documents can be appropriately merged with the hierarchical and equivalence rela-
tionships among the descriptors in the thesaurus, in order to obtain a classifier better than the one we would obtain by using
only the training documents.

Another important characteristic of our model is that is based on Bayesian networks. To the best of our knowledge, no
Bayesian network-based models other than naive Bayes have been proposed to deal with this kind of problems [12]. We cre-
ate a Bayesian network to model the hierarchical and equivalence relationships in the thesaurus, and next we extend it to
also use training data. Then, given a document to be classified, its terms are instantiated in the network and a probabilistic
inference algorithm, especifically designed and particularly efficient, computes the posterior probabilities of the descriptors
in the thesaurus.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe the proposed Bayesian network2 model of a thesaurus, whereas
the extension of the model to cope with training data is described in Section 3. The experimental evaluation is explained in Sec-
tion 4. Finally, Section 5 contains the final remarks and some proposals for future work.

2. The Bayesian network representing a thesaurus

In this section we shall first introduce basic notions relative to the composition and structure of a thesaurus; next, we
describe the Bayesian network model proposed to represent it, including the graphical structure, the conditional probabil-
ities and the inference mechanism.

2.1. Thesauri

Broadly speaking, a thesaurus consists of a set of terms, which are relevant to a certain domain of knowledge, and a set of
semantic relationships between them. The basic units of a thesaurus are descriptors or indexing terms, which are words or
expressions which denote in unambiguous fashion the constituent concepts of the field covered by the thesaurus. A thesau-
rus also comprises non-descriptors or entry terms, which are words or expressions that denote the same or a more or less
equivalent concept as a descriptor in the language of the thesaurus. The three most common types of semantic relationships
are equivalence, hierarchical and associative relationships.

The equivalence relationship between descriptors and non-descriptors may cover relationships of several types: genuine
synonymy, near-synonymy, antonymy and inclusion, when a descriptor embraces one or more specific concepts which
are given the status of non-descriptors because they are not often used. It is usually represented by the abbreviations
‘‘UF” (Used For), between the descriptor and the non-descriptor(s) it represents, and ‘‘USE” between a non-descriptor and
the descriptor which takes its place. The hierarchical relationship between descriptors is shown by the abbreviations: ‘‘BT”
(Broader Term) between a specific descriptor and a more generic descriptor, and its dual ‘‘NT” (Narrower Term) between
a generic descriptor and a more specific descriptor. Descriptors which do not contain other more specific descriptors are
called basic descriptors; otherwise they are called complex descriptors. Descriptors which are not contained in any other
broader descriptors are top descriptors. Sometimes a few descriptors are polyhierarchical (they have more than one broader
descriptor), which means that the hierarchical relationships may form a graph instead of a tree. The associative relationship,
shown by the abbreviation ‘‘RT” (Related Term), relates two descriptors that do not meet the criteria for an equivalence nor a
hierarchical relationship. It is used to suggest another descriptor that would be helpful for the thesaurus user to search by. In
this work we shall not consider associative relationships.

2.1.1. Example
Eurovoc is a multilingual thesaurus that provides a means of indexing the documents in the documentation systems of

the European institutions and of their users. Fig. 1 displays the BT relationships between some descriptors of Eurovoc and the
USE relationships between the non-descriptors and these descriptors.3 There are two complex descriptors, health service and
health policy, and three basic descriptors, medical centre, medical institution and psychiatric institution. Health service is the broad-
2 We assume that the reader has at least a basic background on Bayesian networks.
3 The English version of Eurovoc comprises 6645 descriptors and 6769 non-descriptors, together with 6669 BT/NT relationships.
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Fig. 1. BT (bold lines) and USE (dashed lines) relationships for the descriptors (D) and non-descriptors (ND) in the example about health.
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Fig. 2. Preliminary Bayesian network in the example about health.
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er term of medical centre, medical institution and psychiatric institution; health policy is in turn the broader term of health service
and also of other five descriptors which are not displayed.4 The associated non-descriptors are: medical service for health service;
health and health protection for health policy; dispensary and health care centre for medical centre; clinic, hospital and outpatients’
clinic for medical institution; and psychiatric hospital for psychiatric institution.

2.2. Bayesian network structure

A simple approach for modeling a thesaurus as a Bayesian network would be to use a type of representation directly
based on the graph displayed in Fig. 1, containing descriptor and non-descriptor nodes, then adding term nodes represent-
ing the words in the thesaurus and connecting them with the descriptor and non-descriptor nodes that contain these
words. This would result in a network structure as the one displayed in Fig. 2. The problem with this type of topology
is that each descriptor node receives two or three kinds of arcs with different meaning, those from its non-descriptor
nodes and those from its term nodes and, for the case of complex descriptor nodes, also those arcs from the narrower
descriptor nodes that they contain. As this would make much more difficult the process of assigning the associated
conditional probability distributions to the nodes, we propose a different topology. The key ideas are: (1) to explicitly
distinguish between a concept and the descriptor and non-descriptors used to represent it and (2) to clearly separate,
through the use of additional nodes, the different information sources (hierarchy and equivalence relationships) influenc-
ing on a concept.

According to the first key idea, each concept, labeled identically as the descriptor representing it, will be a node C in the
network. We shall also distinguish between basic and complex concepts: the former do not contain other concepts, whereas
the later are composed of other concepts (either basic or complex). Each descriptor and each non-descriptor in the thesaurus
will also be nodes D and ND in the network. All the words or terms appearing in either a descriptor or a non-descriptor will
be term nodes T. To accomplish with the second key idea, for each concept node C we shall also create two (virtual) nodes: EC,
which will receive the information provided by the equivalence relationships involving C; and HC, which will collect the hier-
archical information, i.e. the influence of the concepts contained in C.

With respect to the links, there is an arc from each term node to each descriptor and/or non-descriptor node containing it.
There are also arcs from each non-descriptor node, associated to a concept node C, to the corresponding virtual node EC

(these arcs correspond with the USE relationships), as well as from the own descriptor node associated with the concept
C to EC. There is also an arc from each concept node C0 (excluding those nodes which are associated with a top descriptor)
to the virtual node(s) HC associated with the broader complex concept(s) C containing C0 (these arcs correspond with the
BT relationships). Finally, there are arcs from the virtual nodes EC and HC to its associated concept node C, representing that
the relevance of a given concept will directly depend on the information provided by the equivalence (EC node) and the hier-
archical (HC node) relationships. For the previous example the corresponding subnetwork is shown in Fig. 3. It should be no-
ticed that this model is slightly different and more general than the one proposed in [6], where virtual equivalence nodes
were not considered.

We shall denote T the set of term nodes, DE and ND the sets of descriptor and non-descriptor nodes, respectively, C the
set of concept nodes, and E and H the sets of virtual equivalence and hierarchical nodes, respectively. All the nodes will rep-
resent binary random variables. The domain of each variable is: ftþ; t�g8T 2T; fdeþ; de�g8DE 2 DE; fndþ;nd�g8ND 2
4 These non displayed descriptors are health care system, health costs, health expenditure, health statistics and organisation of health care.
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Fig. 3. Bayesian network in the example about health.
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ND; fcþ; c�g8C 2 C; feþ; e�g8E 2 E; fhþ;h�g8H 2H. For term nodes, their values indicate whether the term appear in the
document to be classified. For descriptor and non-descriptor nodes, the values represent whether the corresponding descrip-
tor or non-descriptor may be associated with the document. For concept nodes and their associated virtual nodes the values
mean whether the concept is appropriate/relevant to classify the document. Pa(X) will represent the parent set of a node X in
the graph. The proposed network topology is completely determined by specifying the parent set of each node: for each term
node T 2T; PaðTÞ is the empty set; for each descriptor and non-descriptor node DE 2 DE and ND 2ND; PaðDEÞ and Pa(ND)
are in both cases the set of term nodes associated with the words that appear in DE and ND, respectively; for each virtual
equivalence node EC 2 E; PaðECÞ is the set of descriptor and non-descriptor nodes that define the concept C; for each virtual
hierarchical node HC 2H; PaðHCÞ is the set of concept nodes contained in the corresponding complex concept C; finally, for
each concept node C 2 C; PaðCÞ ¼ fEC ;HCg, the set of its two associated virtual nodes.

2.3. Conditional probability distributions

The probability distributions that must be specified are the prior probabilities for term nodes, p(t+), and the conditional
probabilities for the remaining nodes: p(de+jpa(DE)), p(nd+jpa(ND)), p(c+jpa(C)), p(e+jpa(E)) and p(h+jpa(H)). In all the cases
pa(X) represents a configuration of the parent set Pa(X) of the node X.

For the prior probabilities of term nodes we propose using a constant value, pðtþÞ ¼ p0;8T 2T (although we shall see
later that this is not an important issue at all).

As the treatment of the descriptor and non-descriptor nodes will the same, in order to simplify the exposition, from now
on we shall denote D ¼ DE [ND and we shall refer to both descriptor and non-descriptor nodes as descriptor nodes. An
element in D will be denoted as D. For the conditional probabilities of a descriptor node D given the terms that it contains,
p(d+jpa(D)), we propose using a canonical additive model [5], which has been successfully employed in the information re-
trieval field and will allow us to perform exact inference efficiently:
8D 2 D; pðdþjpaðDÞÞ ¼
X

T2RðpaðDÞÞ
wðT;DÞ; ð1Þ
where w(T,D) is the weight associated to each term T belonging to the descriptor D. R(pa(D)) is the subset of parents of D
which are observed in the configuration pa(D), i.e., R(pa(D)) = {T 2 Pa(D)jt+ 2 pa(D)}. So, the more parents of D are observed
the greater its probability of relevance. These weights can be defined in any way, the only restrictions are that w(T,D) P 0
and

P
T2PaðDÞwðT;DÞ 6 1.

To define the weight of a term in a descriptor, w(T,D), we propose a normalized tf–idf scheme, as those are frequently used
in I.R.:
wðT;DÞ ¼ tf ðT;DÞ � idf ðTÞP
T 02PaðDÞtf ðT

0;DÞ�idf ðT 0Þ
:
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The inverse descriptor frequency of a term, idf(T), is
5 In o
a value

6 Thi
bring o
subtree
concept

7 For
idf ðTÞ ¼ ln
m

nðTÞ

� �
;

where n(T) is the number of descriptors and non-descriptors in the thesaurus that contain the term T and m is the total num-
ber of descriptors and non-descriptors. The term frequency of a term in a descriptor, tf(T,D), is the number of times that this
term appears in the descriptor (which will be almost always equal to 1, because the descriptors usually contain very few
words).

For the conditional probabilities of each virtual equivalence node EC given the descriptor nodes that define the concept C,
pðeþc jpaðECÞÞ, it is not appropriate to use the previous additive model, because each descriptor alone is supposed to be able to
represent the concept, and this behaviour cannot be obtained using an additive model. So, we propose to use another kind of
canonical model, namely an OR gate [19]:
8EC 2 E;pðeþc jpaðECÞÞ ¼ 1�
Y

D2RðpaðEC ÞÞ
ð1�wðD;CÞÞ: ð2Þ
R(pa(EC)) = {D 2 Pa(EC)jd+ 2 pa(EC)} and w(D,C) is the probability that the descriptor D alone (the other descriptors being non
relevant) makes concept C relevant, with 0 6 w(D,C) 6 1.

For the weights of the descriptors in the concepts, w(D,C), a reasonable choice is a high value near 1.0, because any
descriptor associated with a concept represents it perfectly (descriptors and non-descriptors associated with a concept
are assumed to be synonymous in the language of the thesaurus).5

For the conditional probabilities of each virtual hierarchical node HC given the concept nodes it comprises, pðhþc jpaðHCÞÞ,
we can use again the previous additive canonical model, because the more relevant are all the concepts contained in the
complex concept C associated to HC, the more clearly this broader concept is appropriate6:
8HC 2H;pðhþc jpaðHCÞÞ ¼
X

C02RðpaðHC ÞÞ

wðC 0;HCÞ: ð3Þ
R(pa(HC)) = {C
0 2 Pa(HC)jc0 + 2pa(HC)} and w(C

0
,HC) is the weight of the concept C

0
in HC, with w(C

0
,HC) P 0 andP

C02PaðHC ÞwðC
0;HCÞ 6 1.

For these weights w(C
0
,HC), we propose to use uniform weights (there is no prior reason to believe that a concept is more

important than another one with respect to the broader concept containing them). Therefore:
wðC 0;HCÞ ¼
1

jPaðHCÞj
:

Finally, for the conditional probabilities of each concept node given its associated virtual nodes, p(c+j{ec,hc}), we again pro-
pose an OR gate (a concept may become relevant either because of its own lexical information (its descriptor and non-
descriptors) or because most of the narrower concepts contained in it become relevant): 8C 2 C,
pðcþjfec; hcgÞ ¼

1� ð1�wðEC ;CÞÞð1�wðHC ;CÞÞ if ec ¼ eþc ;hc ¼ hþc ;

wðEC ; CÞ if ec ¼ eþc ;hc ¼ h�c ;

wðHC ; CÞ if ec ¼ e�c ;hc ¼ hþc ;

0 if ec ¼ e�c ;hc ¼ h�c ;

8>>><
>>>:

ð4Þ
where w(EC,C) and w(HC,C) are the weights or importance attributed to the equivalence and hierarchical information, respec-
tively, with 0 6w(EC,C) 6 1 and 0 6 w(HC,C) 6 1.

2.4. Inference

The procedure used to classify a given document Q would be as follows: first we instantiate in the network the term nodes
corresponding to the words appearing in Q as observed and the remaining term nodes as not observed.7 Let q be such a con-
figuration of the term nodes in T. Next, we propagate this information through the network and compute the posterior prob-
abilities of the concept nodes, p(c+jq). Finally, the descriptors associated with the concept nodes having greater posterior
probability are used to classify the document.

We can take advantage of both the network topology and the canonical models being considered in order to compute the
posterior probabilities of the concept nodes. As all the term nodes are instantiated to either observed or non-observed, then
rder to discriminate between concepts having a different number of descriptors that match with the document to be classified, it is preferable not to use
equal to 1.0 (otherwise we cannot distinguish between a concept with only one relevant descriptor and other having several relevant descriptors).

s strategy is motivated by the common guidelines being used to manually classify documents: we should use the most specific concepts available to
ut the main focus of a document and, if the document covers several specific concepts, then we should use as many specific concepts from different
s as required by the content of the document. However, when several specific concepts are needed that fall within the same subtree structure, the broader
should be assigned instead.
that reason the values of the prior probabilities of the term nodes are not important.
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all the descriptor nodes which are parents of a virtual equivalence node are conditionally independent given q. In the same
way, the virtual nodes EC and HC associated to a concept node C are also conditionally independent given q. Therefore, taking
into account that the canonical model for both virtual equivalence nodes and concept nodes is an OR gate, we can compute
these probabilities as follows [19]:
pðeþc jqÞ ¼ 1�
Y

D2PaðEC Þ
ð1�wðD;CÞpðdþjqÞÞ: ð5Þ

pðcþjqÞ ¼ 1� ð1�wðEC ;CÞpðeþc jqÞÞð1�wðHC ;CÞpðhþc jqÞÞ: ð6Þ
The probabilities of the descriptor nodes can be calculated, according to the properties of the additive model being used, as
follows [5]:
pðdþjqÞ ¼
X

T2PaðDÞ
wðT;DÞpðtþjqÞ:
As p(t+jq) = 1"T 2 Pa(D) \ Q and p(t+jq) = 0 "T 2 Pa(D)nQ, we obtain:
pðdþjqÞ ¼
X

T2PaðDÞ\Q

wðT;DÞ: ð7Þ
The computation of the posterior probabilities of the virtual hierarchical nodes is also very simple, using again the properties
of the additive canonical model considered:
pðhþc jqÞ ¼
1

jPaðHCÞj
X

C02PaðHC Þ

pðc0þ jqÞ: ð8Þ
Therefore, we compute first the posterior probabilities of all the descriptor nodes using (7), then the posterior probabil-
ities of the virtual equivalence nodes using (5). Next, we can compute in a top-down manner the posterior probabilities of
the virtual hierarchical nodes and the concept nodes using (8) and (6), respectively.

Now, let us study in more detail how to implement in an efficient way the proposed model. We start from the term nodes
associated with the words appearing in the document to be classified. For each one of them, we accumulate the weights of
these term nodes in the descriptor nodes containing them. After this process, each visited descriptor node D contains the
value v½D� ¼

P
T2PaðDÞ\Q wðT;DÞ (which coincides with p(d+jq), according to (7)). The posterior probabilities of the non visited

descriptor nodes are equal to zero.
Next, starting from each of the visited descriptor nodes, we would visit the virtual equivalence node containing it and

compute progressively the product
Q

D2PaðEC Þð1�wðD;CÞv ½D�Þ. After this step each visited virtual equivalence node contains,
according to (5), the value v ½EC � ¼ 1� pðeþc jqÞ (the non visited virtual equivalent nodes have a posterior probability equal to
zero).

Finally, we traverse the subgraph induced by the set of visited virtual equivalence nodes and their descendants in a topo-
logical ordering (parents before children). If the visited node is a basic concept node C, we directly compute p(c+jq), by setting
v[C] = w(EC,C)(1 � v[EC]) (because there is no hierarchical information for basic concept nodes). If the visited node is a virtual
hierarchical node HC, we compute its probability by accumulating in v[HC] the values already computed for its parent con-
cept nodes and dividing by the number of parents, according to (8). If the visited node is a complex concept node C, we com-
pute its probability by setting v[C] = 1 � (1 � w(EC,C)v[EC])(1 � w(HC,C)v[HC]).

It can be easily seen that the complexity of this process is linear in the number of arcs in the graph or, more precisely,
linear in the number of arcs of the subgraph induced by the term nodes appearing in the document Q and their descendant
nodes. It is worth mentioning that in the actual implementation the Bayesian network is never explicitly constructed; in-
stead, we directly use the BT, NT and USE relationships in the thesaurus, augmented with two inverted file-like structures
to store, for each word in the thesaurus, the lists of descriptors and non-descriptors containing it.
3. Extending the model to cope with training information

The model proposed so far does not use training information, in the form of preclassified documents. However, it is quite
simple to include this type of information into the Bayesian network model, thus obtaining a supervised classifier. Following
with the previously used idea of clearly separating the different sources of information relative to each concept, then we will
add a new parent node TC, called virtual training node, to each concept node C (in addition to those virtual nodes HC and EC

representing hierarchical and equivalence relationships), representing the information obtained for this concept from the
training documents. In other words, this node TC will contain the posterior probability distribution for the relevance of
the concept, predicted by a (probabilistic) supervised classifier. This information will be merged with those obtained from
hierarchy and equivalence through an OR gate.

Although, in principle, we could use any supervised classifier able to give a probability distribution as the output, we are
going to propose a classifier which is particularly coherent with the thesaurus model, that we call the OR gate Bayesian net-
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work classifier: The network structure is fixed, having an arc going from each term node T to the virtual training node TC if this
term appears in training documents which are associated with the concept C.8 Fig. 4 displays the corresponding network for
the example about health.

Concerning the numerical information, we include a new parameter w(TC,C),0 6w(TC,C) 6 1, representing the contribu-
tion of the training information to the relevance of the concept C, so that the new conditional distribution of a concept node
is
8 Not
8C 2 C;pðcþjpaðCÞÞ ¼ 1�
Y

XC2RðpaðCÞÞ
ð1�wðXC ; CÞÞ; ð9Þ
where XC represents either EC, HC or TC. The posterior probability of each concept given a document, p(c+jq), is therefore cal-
culated as:
pðcþjqÞ ¼ 1� ð1�wðEC ;CÞpðeþc jqÞÞð1�wðHC ;CÞpðhþc jqÞÞð1�wðTC ; CÞpðtþc jqÞÞ: ð10Þ
The conditional distributions of the new virtual training nodes are defined, according to the OR gate model, using the
weights w(T,TC) associated to each term T appearing in training documents which have been assigned to concept C:
8C 2 C;pðtþc jpaðTCÞÞ ¼ 1�
Y

T2RðpaðTC ÞÞ
ð1�wðT; TCÞÞ: ð11Þ
The posterior probabilities can be computed as follows, using again the properties of the OR gate model:
pðtþc jqÞ ¼ 1�
Y

T2PaðTC Þ\Q

ð1�wðT; TCÞÞ: ð12Þ
In order to take into account the number of times a word T occurs in a document Q,nTQ, we replicate each node T nTQ times,
so that the posterior probabilities then become
pðtþc jqÞ ¼ 1�
Y

T2PaðTC Þ\Q

ð1�wðT; TCÞÞnTQ : ð13Þ
The estimation of the weights w(T,TC) can be done in several ways. The simplest one is to estimate w(T,TC) as p(c+jt+), the
estimated conditional probability of concept C given that the term T is present. We can do it by using the Laplace estimation:
wðT; TCÞ ¼
NTC þ 1
NT þ 2

; ð14Þ
where NTC is the number of times that the term T appears in documents associated to concept C and NT is the number of times
that the term T appears in all the training documents.
ice that these terms are no longer restricted to be part of the descriptors in the thesaurus, they are the terms found in the training documents.



Table 1
Performance measures for the experiments without using training documents (the two best values for each column are marked in boldface).

Models Micro BEP Macro BEP Av. prec. Micro F1@5 Macro F1@5

BN 0.8, 0 0.26244 0.20394 0.29967 0.30811 0.17661
BN 0.9, 0 0.28241 0.20234 0.30700 0.31419 0.18419
BN 0.8, 0.8 0.26068 0.21208 0.30500 0.30845 0.17521
BN 0.9, 0.9 0.26881 0.20903 0.31321 0.31473 0.18433
BN 0.9, 1.0 0.26636 0.20880 0.31261 0.31381 0.18265
BN 1.0, 1.0 0.25584 0.20768 0.27870 0.30963 0.18865
VSM 0.15127 0.18772 0.18061 0.20839 0.17016
HVSM 0.13326 0.17579 0.17151 0.20052 0.14587
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4. Experimental evaluation

Our experiments have been carried out using a database provided by the Parliament of Andalucía at Spain, containing
7933 parliamentary resolutions manually classified using descriptors from an adapted version of the Eurovoc thesaurus. This
version contains 5080 descriptors, 6975 non-descriptors and 7120 distinct words (excluding stopwords). The BN represent-
ing the thesaurus would therefore contain more than 30,000 nodes. The average number of assigned descriptors per docu-
ment is 3.8. We have not used the full text of the documents but only a short summary (typically two or three lines of text).
In our experiments we always use stemming9 and stopword removal.

The evaluation takes into account that our aim is not a complete but only a partial automation of the classification pro-
cess, showing to the user an ordered list of the most probable descriptors.10 Then, as performance measures, we have firstly
selected the typical measure used in multi-label categorization problems: breakeven point (BEP).11 This measure will be com-
puted in microaverage and macroaverage. Two more measures tipically used in the Information Retrieval community will be
used too: the F1 measure12 at fifth document level (the one obtained by assuming that the system assigns to each document
the five most probable descriptors), and the average 11-point precision.13 As in the case of the breakeven point, we shall compute
the micro and macro averages of the F1 measure. In all the measures, a higher value means a better performance of the model.

4.1. Experiments without using training documents

In order to assess the quality of the proposed model without using training data, we have also experimentally compared it
with two simple benchmark methods. The first one [13,23] ranks concepts for a document based on word matching between
the document and the lexical information associated to the concepts in the thesaurus, using a conventional vector space
model (VSM) and the cosine measure: each document to be classified is considered as a query against a ‘‘document collec-
tion” where each ‘‘document”, representing a concept, is indexed using the words appearing in the descriptor and
non-descriptors which are associated with the concept. This approach uses only the lexical information, while topological
(hierarchical) information is neglected. A second approach which also exploits the hierarchical information (HVSM) [1,2]
is based on the idea that the meaning of a concept in the thesaurus is a specialization of the meaning of the broader concepts
containing it.14 Therefore, all the words appearing in the descriptors and non-descriptors of the broader concepts of a given
concept are also used to index the ‘‘document” associated with this concept.

Several combinations of parameters have been tested for our Bayesian network-based model (BN). In particular, the
parameters chosen to be variable have been the weights w(HC,C) and w(D,C). As stated in subsection 2.3, we have chosen
high values for the weight w(D, C) (0.8 and 0.9), together with the value 1.0. In order to test the value of the hierarchical
information, we have selected both high values (0.8, 0.9 and 1.0) and a low value (0.0). On the other hand, the value of
the weight of the equivalence relationships w(Ec, C) has been fixed to 1.0. Then, a value of, for example, ‘‘BN 0.9, 0.8” in
the table of results, Table 1, means the Bayesian network model with w(D,C) = 0.9 and w(HC,C) = 0.8.

The main conclusion that may be obtained from these experiments is that the Bayesian network approach is useful in this
classification problem, since it always provides much better results than both the simple and hierarchical vector space mod-
els. The model performance is in general quite acceptable, taking into account that no training documents have been used.
Concerning the vector space model, in this case the use of the hierarchical information is self-defeating and produces results
worse than those of the simple VSM.15
9 The spanish version of the well-known Porter algorithm, implemented in the Snowball package.
10 We are therefore using an instance of the so-called category-ranking classifiers [21].
11 The point where precision equals recall, by moving a threshold.
12 The harmonic mean of precision and recall.
13 The precision values are interpolated at 11 points at which the recall values are 0.0, 0.1, . . . , 1.0, and then averaged.
14 In the language of our Bayesian network model, these broader concepts would be the descendants of the concept being considered.
15 This contrasts with the results obtained in [1] in the context of hierarchical classification of documents into web directories, where the hierarchical VSM

generally outperformed the simple VSM.



Table 2
Performance measures for the experiments using training documents (the three best values for each column are marked in boldface).

Models Micro BEP Macro BEP Av. prec. Micro F1@5 Macro F1@5

Naive Bayes 0.39169 0.15529 0.62244 0.50310 0.20467
Rocchio 0.33921 0.35966 0.43732 0.40489 0.33921
OR gate 0.38671 0.43936 0.56236 0.41367 0.24629
SVM 0.63069 0.48788 0.69295 0.56393 0.41040
SBN 0.0, 0.9 0.54825 0.43361 0.66834 0.54066 0.33414
SBN 0.0, 0.8 0.55146 0.43257 0.67111 0.54194 0.33615
SBN 0.0, 0.5 0.55564 0.43126 0.67532 0.54491 0.33978
SBN 0.0, 0.1 0.55683 0.43115 0.67720 0.54572 0.34144
SBN 0.9, 0.0 0.55339 0.47328 0.66096 0.56891 0.36754
SBN 0.8, 0.0 0.57962 0.47986 0.68292 0.58167 0.38591
SBN 0.5, 0.0 0.58353 0.48585 0.70221 0.57801 0.37900
SBN 0.1, 0.0 0.56163 0.46114 0.68658 0.55296 0.35002
SBN 0.8, 0.1 0.57955 0.47940 0.68299 0.58186 0.38629
SBN 0.5, 0.1 0.58307 0.48564 0.70245 0.57852 0.38046
SBN 0.5, 0.5 0.58245 0.48750 0.70140 0.57835 0.37797
SBN 0.8, 0.8 0.56807 0.48157 0.67454 0.57537 0.37303
SBN 0.9, 0.9 0.54028 0.47345 0.65032 0.56289 0.35766
SBN 1.0, 1.0 0.49185 0.46066 0.59143 0.53281 0.32129
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The parameters chosen show better performance for a weight of the descriptors near 1.0, than the 1.0 itself. Although the
usage of a hierarchy weight distinct to 0.0 does not strongly boost the results, it performs little improvements in the mea-
sures, specially in the average precision.

With respect to the efficiency of the inference process, all the 7933 resolutions were classified in around 10 s on a com-
puter equipped with an Intel Core2 duo 2 GHz processor.

4.2. Experiments using training documents

In this section we shall evaluate the results obtained by the model using training documents. We want also to evaluate
how the system improves its performance as more training data are available. In all the computed measures through the
experiments, we shall use 5-folds cross-validation over the same five partitions of the collection. The presented measures,
then, will be the average of the five obtained values. The evaluation will be carried out with the same five measures chosen
for the previous experimentation, in order to make both comparable.

In the first part of the experimentation, the supervised approach of our Bayesian network will be compared against four
pure supervised approaches to multi-label classification. Concretely, we will use the multinomial naive Bayes model [15,16],
the Rocchio classifier [9], support vector machines (SVM) [10] and a standalone OR gate classifier model, constructed using
information only from training documents (and not taking into consideration neither the thesaurus lexical information nor
its hierarchical structure).16

The first set of experiments, whose results are displayed in Table 2, compares the four supervised approaches with the
model using training documents, tuning some parameters. As stated before, w(D,C) should have a high value, near 1.0. This
parameter will be fixed to 0.9 (a value which provides good results on the previous experimentation). On the other hand, the
weight of the training information, w(TC,C), will be high, and also fixed (to 1.0 in this case). Therefore, the two free tunable
parameters we will consider in the model will be the weight of the hierarchy, w(HC,C), and the weight of the equivalence
relationships, w(EC,C). In Table 2, the supervised version of our Bayesian network model will be noted as ‘‘SBN a,b”, where
a will be the weight w(Ec,C) and b will be w(HC,C). From a certain viewpoint, we want to study the contribution of these
two sources of information (hierarchical and lexical) to the baseline model (the standalone OR gate classifier). This leads
us to the two following questions. Does information from the terms of the thesaurus help in the supervised case? And
the second one, does information from the hierarchical relationships of the thesaurus helps now?

These experiments show up that adding hierarchical information (‘‘SBN 0.0, X”) to the OR gate model clearly improves the
classification results. Moreover, adding textual information (‘‘SBN X, 0.0”) without hierarchical information also boots clas-
sification results. In this case, the hierarchy added to the lexical information of the thesaurus does not make a significant
advance, but it improves the results, being the ‘‘SBN 0.5, 0.1” and the ‘‘SBN 0.8, 0.1” two of the best performing configurations
we have tested. The results in Table 2 show that our Bayesian network model systematically obtains better results than two
classical supervised classifiers (Rocchio and naive Bayes) and one ‘uninformed’ version of itself (standalone OR gate), and
even outperforms SVM in some cases.

Nevertheless, it should be noticed that in any case the performance measures obtained are not very high. This can be
explained if we consider the fact that performance decreases as the number of categories in the problem being considered
16 In all the cases we used our own implementations of these algorithms, except in the case of SVM, where the software package SVM Light [11] was used.
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increases [3,22], and in our case the number of categories is quite high (in the order of thousands). However, as we explained
earlier, our goal is not to replace the human experts but to help them, by providing an ordered list where the correct descrip-
tors can be found in the first positions in the list. In order to show that this is indeed the case, we have carried out another
experiment to compute the average recall values17 obtained by the different classifiers when we display to the user the n top-
ranked categories, for n = 5, 7, 10, 12, 15, 17 and 20. The results are displayed in Fig. 5.

We can observe in the figure that one of our models finds 65% of the true categories among the first five categories in the
list, 75% among the first ten and 80% among the first fifteen (from a list of 5080 possible categories). We believe that any
human indexer would consider useful a system having these characteristics.

The second part of the experimentation will test the classification models in an environment where not all the training
data is available. In these experiments, for a same test partition, all the classifiers will be trained with the 10%, 20%,. . .,100%
17 The proportion of correctly assigned categories with respect to the total number of true categories associated with each document.
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of the training data, in order to study if our Bayesian network model keeps its advantage with the classical models, and
if it needs less data to achieve a good performance. We have selected, for comparison, two of the best performing parameter
configurations, ‘‘SBN 0.5, 0.1” and ‘‘SBN 0.8, 0.1” which will be referred in the experiments as configuration 1 and 2,
respectively.

For each measure (micro and macro averaged BEP, average precision and micro and macro averaged F1 at five), we have
obtained a graph, with the values of the measure at those training set percentages. In all cases, the results are also averaged
over the five test partitions. The results are shown in Figs. 6–10.

The results speak for themselves: the Bayesian network model shows a great difference with two of the classical super-
vised approaches (Rocchio and naive Bayes) and with the OR gate model, in all the cases; in particular, when few training
information is available, our model also outperforms SVM in most of the cases. Our model also tends to stabilize before
and to obtain results close to the maximum in an early stage of the curve.
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5. Concluding remarks

We have developed a Bayesian network-based model for hierarchical classification of documents from a thesaurus. The
experimental results obtained using a large set of parliamentary resolutions from the Parliament of Andalucía and the Euro-
voc thesaurus are encouraging: the model without training clearly outperforms the two simple benchmark methods consid-
ered; by integrating the initial model within a more general scheme where training data, in the form of preclassified
documents, may also be used, we have also outperformed standard text classification algorithms, as Rocchio and Naive
Bayes, obtaining results comparable to those of support vector machines.

For future research, we are planning to improve the initial model in two different ways: first, by considering the context of
the terms/descriptors appearing in a document. The idea is to avoid assigning to a document a descriptor whose appearance
may be incidental or their meaning within the document being quite different from the intended meaning within the the-
saurus. Second, by taking also into account the associative relationships between descriptors in the thesaurus.

This initial model could also be combined with other supervised text classifiers different from the OR gate classifier. Per-
haps the relative weights of the lexical information in the thesaurus (descriptors and non-descriptors) should depend on the
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amount of training data (the more training data, the less influence of the lexical information in the thesaurus). More gener-
ally, instead of fixing manually all the parameters, i.e. the weights of the different canonical (additive and OR) probability
models being used, it would be interesting to try to estimate or learn these parameters from the training data.

The Bayesian network model proposed in this paper is focused on classification using descriptors of a thesaurus. However,
it could also be used in other classification problems where the different classes have associated some kind of descriptive
text (which would play the role of descriptors), for example the problem of classifying documents into hierarchical web
directories. Moreover, the model could also be used with a minor modification in hierarchical text classification problems,
provided that the documents can be associated with internal categories (and not only with the leaves categories): by remov-
ing the virtual equivalence nodes (as well as descriptor nodes). We plan to test our model in these kinds of problems, as well
as with other thesauri larger than Eurovoc, as Agrovoc or MeSH.
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